In this paper we prove that if r is a filterbase of closed subsets of a compact Hausdorff space then r(flr) = n {r(G)|GGr}, where T(A) denotes the set of those points for which every neighborhood which is a continuum intersects A nonvoidly.
If pES and WES, then IF is a continuum neighborhood of p iff W is a subcontinuum of S and pElnt(W). If AES, T(A) denotes the
complement of the set of those points p oí S for which there exists a continuum neighborhood which is disjoint from A [l ] . S is said to be T-additive iff for every collection A of closed subsets of 5 whose union is closed, r(UA) = U { T(L) \ LEA} [2 ] . The following three theorems are established. Theorem C is not true if the requirement that A be closed is dropped. Let S be the unit interval and let A be the sequence {\/n}. Then T(A)={o}UA. Let ^={o}. Then T(Af\K) =T(0) which is void since 5 is a continuum. But KKJT (0) is not void. 
